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Chirality, as first defined by Lord Kelvin1, 
refers to the geometric symmetry property of 
an object that cannot be superposed onto its 
mirror image using rotations and translations. 
The modern definition of chirality, based on 
group theory, is: the geometric property of 
an object lacking symmetry elements of the 
second kind (a mirror plane, σ = S1; a centre 
of inversion, i = S2; a rotation- reflection axis, 
S2n)2,3. A photon associated with a circularly 
polarized field also has an internal degree of 
freedom of spin angular momentum (SAM). 
Light–matter interaction, thus, has a potential 
to induce an exchange of angular momentum 
between the electronic spin of a material and 
circularly polarized light (CPL). As a result, 
chiral materials may exhibit different optical  
properties when interacting with CPL  
of different handedness4–6, a field known 
as chiroptics. Chiroptics is particularly 
important in enantiomer separation7, 
disease diagnosis8 and drug development9.

In the past decades, the study of 
chiroptics expanded into the nanoscale 
regime, while its scope has evolved (see 
Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Information). 
The emergence of low- dimensional 
materials, including chiral perovskites10, 

growth of nanoscopic chiroptics. Now, 
chiral asymmetry is not only studied in 
the far field, through the measurement 
of refraction, absorption and radiative 
emission, but also investigated in the near 
field (see Fig. S1 in the Supplementary 
Information). When nanostructures are 
illuminated by light, the optical twist of 
the generated near field can be greater 
than that of free- space CPL, which 
promises applications in chiral sensing20–31, 
photochemistry32–34 and photoemitters35–37. 
Apart from the spatial dimension, far field 
and near field, the research of chiroptics 
has more recently been extended to the 
momentum dimension (see Fig. S1 in 
the Supplementary Information) and the 
integrated spatial–momentum dimension. 
Photons with opposite spins can have a 
different behaviour in the momentum 
space, due to spin–orbit coupling (SOC)38. 
The development of chiroptics across 
these dimensions has uncovered new 
physical mechanisms and manifestations 
of chiroptic effects, which not only provide 
tools to investigate chiroptical phenomena 
but also enable applications in sensing28, 
photochemistry34,39 and spintronics40,41.

The near- field spatial dimension
The near field is the region of the 
electromagnetic (EM) field in the close 
vicinity of an object, typically extended 
for less than one wavelength. When 
nanomaterials are illuminated by EM waves, 
optical chirality is induced in the near field 
(Box 1). As a related quantity, the optical 
chirality flux ∼F  is defined as:
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where ∼E  and ∼B  are electric and magnetic 
fields, respectively. The following equation 
of the conservation law can be derived42:
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where ∼J  denotes the electric current in the 
material, ∼C  denotes the optical chirality 
and μ0 denotes the vacuum permeability. ∼F , ∼J , ∼B , ∼E  and ∼C  are all time- dependent 
quantities. If ∼J = 0, the summation of the 

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs)11 
and chiral quantum dots12, has provided 
new platforms for realizing chiroptical 
effects. Apart from materials engineering, 
the structural configuration can also 
endow chiroptical properties to originally 
achiral materials. Chiral metamaterials and 
metasurfaces constructed by nanofabrication 
techniques have demonstrated extraordinary 
chiroptical properties that are not 
attainable in naturally occurring objects13–17. 
In addition, the properties of incident 
light, including wavelength, polarization 
and incident direction, are closely related 
to the generation of chiroptical effects as 
well. Achiral nanostructures could still 
show chiroptical properties for CPL with 
in- plane linear momentum18 or orbital 
angular momentum (OAM)19. In this way, 
chiroptics is generalized as a branch of optics 
that studies the photon spin- dependent 
asymmetry in light–matter interactions, 
where the asymmetry can originate from  
the particular properties of materials, 
structures, light or their combinations.

Advances in nanomaterials and 
nanostructures, together with the progress 
in light science, have facilitated the rapid 
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temporal change of ∼C  and the outflow of ∼F , as represented by the first and second 
terms on the left side of Eq. (2), respectively, 
is conserved. To break the conservation of 
optical chirality, an electric current flowing 
in the material (∼J ≠ 0) is necessary43–45, 
and the right side of Eq. (2) represents the 
change (creation or dissipation) of the optical 
chirality. It follows that, when nanomaterials 
resonantly interact with light in the near- field 
regime, the optical chirality of incident light 
changes due to the electronic excitation of  
the material (which generates ∼J ), which 
results in the change (enhancement or 
suppression) of the optical chirality (Fig. 1a). 
For plasmonic materials, a surface plasmon 
current, originating from the collective 
oscillation of free electrons, is generated. 
For dielectric materials, a displacement 
current is instead created.

Superchiral field. Due to the scale mismatch 
between the wavelength of free- space CPL  
and the molecular wavefunction, it is 
difficult for molecules to ‘sense’ the chirality 
of light efficiently, and, thus, the chiral 
light–matter interaction is usually weak46. 

This situation is different in the near- field 
regime of plasmonic, or high- index dielectric 
nanostructures, where the local phase 
velocity and group velocity of light are slowed 
and a localized enhanced electric field is 
generated47. The helical pitch of a circularly 
polarized electric field, which is given by the 
local wavelength of the EM field, therefore, 
becomes narrower than that of free- space 
CPL, resulting in a stronger twist of the 
local field. Consequently, the local optical 
chirality C is enhanced and the enhancement 
is usually quantified by normalizing to the 
C value of illuminated CPL. Such an EM field 
with a strong twist is called a superchiral 
EM field (referred to as superchiral field for 
brevity16,17,42), which has great potential in 
applications such as chiral sensing20–31, chiral 
light sources35–37 and photodetectors48.

A superchiral field is generally created  
in the vicinity of chiral plasmonic nano-
structures35,49–52, where the C field is deter-
mined by both the incident light polarization 
and the handedness of the structure. 
Usually, C values with opposite signs are 
simul taneously produced in different areas 
(Fig. 1a). As a typical example, Fig. 1b shows 

the normalized C distributions of chiral 
plasmonic ‘shuriken’ nanostructures51. 
Although superchiral fields with positive 
and negative signs are simultaneously gen-
erated, superchiral fields are dominantly 
positive (negative) for the right- handed 
(left- handed) nanostructure upon the illumi-
nation of right- handed circularly polarized 
(RCP) (left- handed circularly polarized, 
LCP) light. Otherwise, if the handedness of 
light mismatches that of the nanostructure, 
super chiral fields with opposite signs are 
created with similar intensities, resulting 
in a relatively weak overall chirality of the 
nanostructure.

Although chiral plasmonic 
nanostructures are widely used for 
superchiral field generation, the achievable 
C value is still limited, because the induced 
magnetic resonance is either weak or 
spectrally separated from the electric 
resonance. Ohmic loss is another limiting 
factor. According to Eq. (6) in Box 1, the 
optimal platform for creating an enhanced 
superchiral field should possess both 
electric and magnetic modes, the two modes 
should be strong, spectrally and spatially 
overlapped, and parallel, with a π/2 phase 
difference (Fig. 1c). These conditions can 
be fulfilled by well- designed dielectric 
nanostructures21,23–27,31.

The concept of bound state in the 
continuum (BIC) has been introduced to 
enhance superchiral fields22,29,30. In optics, 
BIC refers to an EM state completely 
decoupled from radiation, even though 
they lie inside the continuum spectrum 
of radiating modes of the structure53. 
It can be considered as a resonance state 
with no leakage and an infinite quality 
factor Q = ω0/2γ, where ω0 and γ represent 
the frequency and leakage rate of the 
resonance, respectively. By introducing 
geometric perturbations, BICs become 
quasibound in the continuum, which are 
referred to as quasi- BICs54. The quasi- BIC 
can couple to the radiation with high Q 
and, thus, boost electric and magnetic 
near fields significantly. Examples of 
nanodisc structures used for generating 
and enhancing superchiral fields are given 
in reF.22.

Near- field chiral effects. The chirality of 
the near field will induce near- field chiral 
effects, such as circularly dichroic near- 
field distributions, chiral photochemical 
effects and chiral photothermal effects, that 
is, the generated near- field distributions, 
photochemical effects or photothermal 
effects are different for RCP and LCP 
incidence. The symmetry of the near 

Box 1 | Origin of chiroptical effects

Within the framework of classical electro
magnetism, the linear electric and magnetic 
polar izations, p and m, induced on the chiral 
material by the external electromagnetic field are 
cor related with the electric (E) and the magnetic 
(B) fields by the following constitutive equations42:

α= −p E BiG , (3)

χ= + .m B EiG (4)

α, χ and G are frequency dependent complex scalars, α = α′ + iα″, χ = χ′ + iχ″ and G = G′ + iG″. They 
denote the electric, magnetic and mixed electric magnetic polarizability, respectively. The ordinary 
absorption and refraction of light by matter arise mainly from the first term of eq. (3), whose 
oscillation phase shift does not depend on the handedness of incident CPl. However, due to the 
phase difference between the B and E fields of the CPl, the contribution of the second term in  
eq. (3) and the second term in eq. (4) is opposite for the right handed and left handed circularly 
polarized (rCP and lCP, respectively) light. Thus, a non zero G parameter is the origin of chiroptical 
effects. The local absorption of rCP (+) and lCP (−) light A(r)± by chiral materials is expressed as42:

ω α χ
ε

= +± ″ ″ ″∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∓r E BA G C( )
2
( )

2
, (5)

2 2

0

where C denotes the optical chirality, a quantity relevant to the twist of the local electromagnetic 
field, and μ0 is the free space magnetic permeability. C is expressed as42:

ωε= − ⋅*r E BC( )
1
2

Im[ ], (6)0

For the free space light with fixed frequency (ω) and intensity, the absolute value of C becomes 
maximum for the pure CPl, while the sign of C is opposite for rCP and lCP light. The 
position dependent analogue of circular dichroism is differential absorption (Da), defined as42:

ε
= ″r rG CDA( )

4
( ), (7)

0

according to eq. (7), a strong twist of the local field, as indicated by a large |C(r)|, is the key factor for 
enhancing near field chiral effects.
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field generated around the illuminated 
nanostructure depends on the symmetry of 
the system, including both the nanostructure 
and the incident light46,55. As revealed 
by second- harmonic generation (SHG) 
microscopy, G- shaped chiral nanostructures 
show spin- dependent SHG intensity patterns 
(Fig. 1d), which is mainly distributed around 
the central square for the RCP case and 
around the four corners for the LCP case56. 
The SHG intensity patterns can indicate the 
near- field distributions of plasmonic 
modes56,57. Even if the nanostructure 
is highly symmetric and achiral, the 
symmetry of the local field can still become 
chiral when it is illuminated with CPL. 
This phenomenon was first observed 
in reF.58, followed by the simulations 
and near- field imaging experiments59,60. 
Figure 1e illustrates circularly dichroic 
near- field distributions for the symmetric 
V- shaped nanoantenna imaged using 
cathodoluminescence microscopy. The 
electric field is primarily distributed on 
the left arm for LCP light and is switched 
to the right arm for RCP incidence59. 

The mirrored near- field distributions 
will produce identical far- field optical 
responses, and, thus, the selection rule of 
far- field chiroptical effects (that an achiral 
structure is not optically active) was still 
satisfied. In fact, an achiral nanostructure 
can even exhibit near- field chirality when 
excited with linearly polarized light. Using 
polarization- resolved scanning near- field 
optical microscopy61,62, the ellipticity angle 
η and azimuthal angle θ of the near- field 
scattered radiation was measured around 
a gold nanorod under linearly polarized 
incidence63. A circularly polarized optical 
field was locally generated at the differential 
absorption active site of the nanorod, where 
the light–matter interactions were different 
for LCP and RCP light (Fig. 1f). Such local 
differential absorption stemmed from the 
local structural chirality of the anisotropic 
geometry.

The chirality of the near field can 
further induce photothermal64–66, 
photochemical33,34,67 and photoelectronic48 
effects, to be different for RCP and LCP 
incidence. These indirect chiroptical effects 

are potentially useful for nanoheaters, 
asymmetric photocatalysis and crystal 
growth. However, they also provide effective 
methods to detect the chirality of optical 
near fields65,67.

The far- field spatial dimension
The far field is the EM field region far away 
(≫λ) from the object. Far- field chiroptical 
properties typically include circular 
dichroism (CD)68, optical rotation dispersion 
(ORD)69, asymmetric transmission70 and the 
circular Bragg phenomenon71. The circular 
Bragg phenomenon refers to the almost 
total reflection of the CPL with a certain 
handedness but very little reflection of the 
CPL with the opposite handedness, which 
usually appears in cholesteric liquid crystals 
and chiral sculptured thin films whose 
chirality scales are comparable with the light 
wavelength71. However, this topic lies outside 
the scope of this Perspective. CD and ORD 
as measured in the far field are the collective 
effects of the near- field chiral properties over 
the entire nanostructure. Thus, although the 
condition for realizing near- field chirality is 
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Fig. 1 | Near-field chirality. a | Superchiral field generated around a  
plasmonic nanostructure. b | Superchiral field distributions of the chiral 
plasmonic shuriken nanostructures for right- handed circularly polarized 
(RCP) and left- handed circularly polarized (LCP) incidence. c | Over-
lapping the electric and magnetic dual dipoles (ED and MD) of a dielectric 
nanostructure for the enhancement of optical chirality. d | Second- 
harmonic generation (SHG) intensity distributions of a G- shaped nano-
structure array (shown on the left) for RCP and LCP illuminations.  

e | Circularly dichroic electric field distributions of the plasmonic V-shaped 
nanoantennas in simulations and experiments. f | Local distributions of the 
ellipticity angle η and azimuthal angle θ of a gold nanorod illuminated by 
linearly polarized light. LH, left hand; RH, right hand; SP, surface plasmon. 
Panel b adapted from reF.51, CC BY 4.0; panel c adapted with permission 
from reF.23, ACS; panel d adapted with permission from reF.56, ACS;  
panel e adapted with permission from reF.59, ACS; panel f adapted with 
permission from reF.63, ACS.
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relatively relaxed, achiral materials should 
be spatially structured into a handed fashion 
without any mirror symmetry or inversion 
symmetry in order to achieve chiroptical 
properties in the far field. Otherwise, the 

contributions from different areas will 
cancel each other. Since many molecules 
intrinsically have chiral morphologies, it is 
natural to construct chiral nanosystems using 
self- assembly techniques based on these 

chiral molecules. Modern nanofabrication 
techniques enable the construction of 
nanostructures with chiral geometries.

Self- assembly of chiral nanomaterials. 
Self- assembly directed by molecules allows 
for the controlled preparation of chiral 
plasmonic nanostructures72, using two 
strategies (Fig. 2a). The first is the scaffold- 
based method73–76, where the molecular 
scaffold is dressed with helically distributed 
‘staples’, while plasmonic nanoparticles 
(NPs) are decorated with complementary 
‘linker’ strands. Through the specific binding 
of staples and linkers, plasmonic NPs are 
attached to the molecular scaffold to form a 
group with helical arrangement. These NPs 
are coupled by near- field interactions and 
will cooperatively show different responses 
to LCP and RCP light. Over the past few 
years, a variety of molecules have been used 
for the chiral assembly of plasmonic NPs, 
such as peptides73, cysteine74, proteins75 and 
human islet amyloid polypeptides76. DNA 
origami, fabricated through the folding 
of a long, single- stranded DNA scaffold 
by many shorter staple strands, offers a 
versatile platform for constructing chiral 
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Fig. 2 | Chiral nanosystems with far-field  
chiroptical properties. Schematic illustrations 
of the different types of chiral nanosystems  
exhi biting chiroptical properties in the far field.  
a | Schematic of the scaffold-based method (left). 
Chiral crossed gold nanorod (AuNR) dimers 
assembled by DNA origami (middle). Structural 
reconfiguration between the left- handed and 
right- handed states leads to the mirrored circular 
dichroism (CD) spectra (right). b | Schematic of 
the seeded-growth method (left). The scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) images (middle) and 
measured CD spectra (right) of the chiral plas-
monic nano crystals as synthesized by L- Cys and 
D- Cys. c | Schematic of chiral metamaterials (left). 
Measured CD spectra in transmission (CDT) for 
2D left- handed (LH), 3D LH and 3D right- handed 
(RH) pinwheel nanostructures, respectively. The 
SEM images of the 3D LH pinwheels are shown 
on the left, scale bar: 1 μm. d | Schematic of chiral 
metasurfaces (left). The SEM image and simu-
lated reflectivity spectra of the chiral dielectric 
metasurface under right- handed circularly polar-
ized (RCP) and left- handed circularly polarized 
(LCP) incidence. L, left; NP, nanoparticle; R, right. 
Panel a adapted with permission from reF.68,  
ACS; panel b adapted from reF.86, Springer 
Nature Ltd; panel c adapted with permission of 
AAAS from Liu, Z. et al. Nano-kirigami with giant 
optical chirality. Sci. Adv. 4, eaat4436 (2018) 
(reF.113)  https://advances.sciencemag.org/ 
content/4/7/eaat4436.short. The Authors,  
some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. 
Distributed under a CC BY-NC 4.0 License.  
panel d adapted from reF.122, CC BY 4.0.
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plasmonic nanosystems77. Each staple strand 
possesses a unique sequence and position 
in the folded origami nanostructure. 
Plasmonic NPs can be arranged at the 
predefined addressable sites on the DNA 
origami with nanometre accuracy, forming 
chiral plasmonic nanosystems. More 
importantly, DNA origami allows for the 
dynamic reconfiguration of the formed 
chiral nanostructures by multiple pathways, 
enabling the active tuning of the chiroptical 
properties78–80. Such tuning schemes 
include strand displacement reactions81, pH 
regulation82, ion concentration83 and light 
induction84. For example, reF.68 structured 
a crossed gold nanorod (AuNR) dimer as a 
chiral centre, where one AuNR was fixed 
at the bottom of the DNA origami plate and 
the other was anchored on the rotary bundle 
arm (Fig. 2b). The arm and plate were hinged 
at the centre, so that the arm, along with  
the attached AuNR, could rotate between the  
left and right states, controlled by the addition 
of corresponding fuel strands. Mirrored CD 
signals were presented for the two states.

The second self- assembly strategy is the 
seeded growth of chiral plasmonic nano-
crystals (NCs) assisted by chiral molecules 
(Fig. 2a). Here, the enantioselective inter-
actions between chiral molecules and seed 
NCs direct the specific deposition of metal 
atoms onto the NC surface, promoting the 
morphological evolution of seed NCs into 
chiral NCs85–88. reFerence86 demonstrated 
the synthesis of plasmonic helicoidal NCs 
assisted by amino acids and peptides (Fig. 2c). 
The reduction of Au+ ions evolved the seed 
NCs into high- index- plane exposed NCs, 
with alternating R- facets and S- facets of 
clockwise and anticlockwise conformation. 
Due to the selective absorption of chiral 
cysteine and cysteine- based peptides, the 
growth rates and directions were different 
in the two facets. The resulting gold heli-
coids generated CD signals of around 0.4° 
at 569 nm, and the CD signal was mirrored 
for NCs as synthesized by L- cysteine and 
D- cysteine (Fig. 2c).

Apart from plasmonic nanostructures, 
the self- assembly strategy has also been 
adopted for the preparation of chiral 
semiconductor crystals (such as chiral 
perovskites40 and chiral quantum dots89)  
and chiral metal organic frameworks90,91.  
The synthetic combination of chirality  
and the intrinsic properties of these materials 
makes possible new applications, such 
as chiral perovskites for high- performance 
chiral sources92 and detectors93, and chiral 
metal organic frameworks for asymmetric 
catalysis90 and enantiomer separation91. 
Moreover, self- assembly chiral inorganic 

crystals constitute a large chiral material 
family, which includes HgS, Te and 
TbPO4·H2O NCs94–96, selenium chiral 
crystals97 and wulfingite chiral crystals98.

Chiral meta- optics. Although the self- 
assembly method is suitable for low- cost, 
large- scale manufacturing, it is inherently 
limited by the available morphologies of 
the molecules in nature. To overcome this 
limitation, chiral metamaterials composed 
of an array of chiral light nanoscatterers have 
been proposed (Fig. 2a). Compared with other 
types of chiral materials, such as chiral mole-
cules and cholesteric liquid crystal, chiral 
metamaterials can achieve strong chiroptical 
responses over a thickness much smaller 
than the light wavelength (<0.1λ in some 
cases), thanks to the enhanced light–matter 
interactions in the near field. Besides bene-
fiting from the flexible structural design and 
broad material choices (metal/dielectric/
semiconductor), chiral metamaterials can 
have a variety of chiroptical properties, such 
as negative refractive index99 and ultra- sharp 
CD resonance100–102. Despite the high flexi-
bility in designing 3D chiral nanostructures, 
their fabrication is a challenging task. In the 
past few years, a variety of 3D fabrication 
methods have been explored, such as femto-
second laser direct writing14,103, focused 
ion/electron beam (FIB/FEB) induced 
deposition104–106, greyscale FIB milling107,108, 
aligned lithography109–111 and air- pressure- 
actuated deformation112. Recently, reF.113 used 
the nano- kirigami approach to construct  
a class of 3D chiral architectures (Fig. 2d). 
A 2D pattern was first cut on a suspended 
gold film by FIB milling and then buckled 
into a 3D architecture through global ion 
beam irradiation. The buckling process can 
be accurately controlled by programming the 
ion doses. Using this method, 3D pinwheel 
nanostructures were fabricated to produce 
large CD transmission around 1.5 μm, 
whereas their 2D counterparts showed no 
CD effects (Fig. 2d). Despite the achievements 
in chiral metamaterials, their future appli-
cations are impeded by the lack of mature 
3D lithography techniques. To overcome 
these limitations, chiral metasurfaces, as the 
2D version of chiral metamaterials, were 
introduced13,70,114,115 (Fig. 2a). For the typical 
gold gammadion metasurface, the measured 
ORD amplitude reached a high value of 104° 
per mm, orders of magnitude larger than 
those of natural chiral substances69. Although 
chiral metasurfaces with a uniform thickness 
have been shown to exhibit strong chiroptical 
responses, they cannot be considered as an 
approximate candidate for 3D chiral in the 
strictest sense due to the mirror symmetry 

with respect to the x–y plane. Non- planar 
features created during the fabrication, such 
as uneven thickness and rounded edges, can 
break such mirror symmetry116.

As an alternative to plasmonic materials, 
dielectric materials, such as Si, SiN and 
TiO2, have been explored for chiral dielectric 
nanostructures117–120, since they can avoid the 
problems of low energy efficiency and large 
photothermal heating caused by the ohmic 
loss of plasmonic materials. Chiral dielectric 
metadevices are potentially compatible with 
the mature integrated circuit fabrication 
technology, and, thus, are well suited for 
industrial manufacturing. Displacement 
currents are excited inside dielectric 
nanostructures, which display both electric 
and magnetic responses. In the dipole 
approximation, the strongest optical activity 
is achieved when the electric and magnetic 
dipole vectors (p and m), as projected 
onto the plane normal to the k- vector, 
are parallel or antiparallel, and the sign 
of optical activity is opposite for these two 
cases18,121. Accordingly, reF.122 reported chiral 
dielectric metasurfaces patterned in a SiN 
film (Fig. 2e). The transverse- electric- like and 
transverse- magnetic- like Bloch modes were 
responsible for the generation of in- plane 
electric and magnetic dipole moments, 
respectively, and the two modes were 
modulated to obtain degenerate resonant 
wavelengths to enlarge the scalar product 
p·m. The simulation results showed >97% 
reflection at around 870 nm for RCP light 
and almost no reflection for LCP light, 
resulting in an extinction ratio r++/r−− up 
to 1,000. Here, r++ (r−) denotes the RCP 
(LCP) reflectivity for RCP (LCP) incidence. 
In experiments, the extinction ratio was 
measured to be ≥30, a high value that is 
hard to realize in plasmonic systems. More 
recently, dielectric metamaterials have been 
designed to sustain chiral quasi- BICs100–102. 
This mode is completely decoupled from 
the circular polarization of light, while 
resonantly coupled to its counterpart, and, 
hence, features a high q- factor CD resonance. 
Currently, the design theory for chiral 
meta- optics has been well studied, but its 
industrial application is still hindered by the 
available fabrication techniques.

The momentum dimension
The spatial and momentum dimensions 
are inherently linked by the Pontryagin 
duality, implying that a function given in 
the spatial dimension f(r) and momentum 
dimension φ(k) can be interconverted 
through Fourier transformation. Maxwell’s 
equations inherently possess fundamental 
spin properties, so that the SAM of 
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light can influence its spatial degree of 
freedom through SOC38,123. Thus, although 
the concept of chirality is defined in the 
spatial dimension, it can also manifest in 
the momentum dimension. Photons with 
opposite spins tend to undergo different 
trajectories in the k- space (Fig. 3a).

Spin–valley locking in group VI TMDC 
monolayers. Valley refers to the energetically 
degenerate, yet, inequivalent extrema, 
in the momentum space. Valley physics has 

been studied in the context of information 
processing124,125, especially with the 
development of 2D TMDC materials. Group 
VI TMDC monolayers in the form of MX2 
(M = Mo, W; X = S, Se) are direct bandgap 
semiconductors, with the band edge located 
at the two valleys (+K and −K) at the corners 
of the hexagonal Brillouin zone (Fig. 3b). Due 
to the broken inversion symmetry in the unit 
cell, carriers in the two valleys experience 
opposite Berry curvature and orbital 
magnetic moments. Moreover, the existence 

of heavy transition metal atoms yields strong 
SOC to lift spin degeneracy within valleys. 
The large spin splitting exhibits opposite 
signs in the two valleys126, where only the 
simultaneous flip of spin and valley index is 
allowed during the exciton relaxation process, 
further contributing to the valley polarization. 
Such spin–valley locking is strong, enabling 
independent manipulation of the two valleys 
using CPL127–129. The interband transition at 
−K (or +K) valley selectively couples to LCP 
(or RCP) light (Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 3 | Chiral effects manifested in the momentum dimension.  
a | Schematic illustrations of photons with opposite spins exhibiting differ-
ent behaviour in the momentum dimension through spin–orbit coupling, 
leading to spin–valley locking, illumination- induced false chirality and 
spin- direction locking. b | Crystal and electronic structures of group VI 
transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) monolayer (MX2). Two unequal 
valleys, −K and +K, are formed in the hexagonal Brillouin zone, which are 
selectively coupled to σ− and σ+ photons for interband transitions. 
Representative spectra of circularly polarized photoluminescence (PL) 
emission for group VI TMDC monolayer are shown at the bottom. Here, the 
degree of valley polarization (DVP) is defined as DVP = [I(σ+) − I(σ−)]/
[I(σ+) + I(σ−)], where I(σ+) and I(σ−) are the helicity- resolved PL intensities  

(σ+ and σ− stand for right- handed circularly polarized (RCP) and left- handed 
circularly polarized (LCP), respectively). c | Circular dichroism (CD) spectra 
of the split- ring resonator measured for oblique angles α from 0° to +30°. 
d | Spin- direction locking demonstrated on an integrated optical nano-
circuit for circularly polarized light incidence. The two microscopy images 
are obtained for LCP (left) and RCP (right) light. e | Schematic of the valley 
exciton separation by coupling a MoS2 monolayer to an asymmetric groove 
array (left). The measured valley polarization contrast ρ*(r) in real space is 
shown on the right. Panel b adapted from reF.128, Springer Nature Ltd; 
panel c adapted with permission from reF.18, AIP Publishing; panel d 
adapted with permission from reF.148, ACS; panel e adapted from reF.155, 
Springer Nature Ltd.
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reFerence128 reported a degree of valley 
polarization (DVP) of ~32% in the photo-
luminescence (PL) emission of monolayer 
MoS2 at 10 K, with the helicity of PL exactly 
following that of the pump laser (Fig. 3b). As a 
reference, no valley polarization was observed 
in the bilayer sample for the restored inver-
sion symmetry. Owing to the involvement 
of an extra energy relaxation process, the 
valley polarization dropped quickly with 
off- resonant excitation129. Moreover, with the 
increase of temperature, the phonon- assisted 
inter- valley scattering process is accelerated, 
leading to the DVP in PL being rapidly 
decreased. This value became very weak at 
room temperature, which seriously hinders 
potential practical applications128.

Illumination- induced false chirality. 
When light is incident on a material, the 
illumination direction relative to the material 
represents an important degree of freedom. 
By tailoring the in- plane momentum of 
CPL through oblique illumination, far- field 
chiroptical properties can be observed 
for achiral materials or structures130–135. 
This phenomenon belongs to the so- called 

false chirality, which is a counterpart to 
true chirality. The idea of true and false 
chirality underlines the difference between 
time- invariant and non- time- invariant 
enantiomorphism, which was first proposed 
and comprehensively studied136–139 in the 
early 1980s. More recently, this phenomenon 
has also been realized in achiral metasurfaces 
illuminated by slanted CPL18,140–144. For the 
split- ring resonator shown in Fig. 3a, optical 
activity is unobservable for zero transverse 
momentum in the x- direction kx at normal 
incidence (Fig. 3c), whereas it appears and 
grows with increased in- plane momentum 
(or incidence angle)18. Apart from linear 
momentum, vortex beams carrying OAM 
can also induce chiroptical responses on 
an achiral platform, even under normal 
incidence19,145. Thus, the photon momentum 
offers a new degree of freedom to enable 
chiroptical effects in achiral nanosystems.

Spin- direction locking in waveguide mode. 
Another manifestation of SOC is the spin- 
direction locking during the excitation 
of wave guide mode38. As depicted in 
Fig. 3a, chiral sources, CPL146–150 or chiral 

emitters151–155 are able to produce unidirec-
tional waveguide modes, whose direction is 
determined by the spin state of the source. 
Figure 3d shows the spin- direction locking  
of CPL realized on a plasmonic nanocircuit148. 
The top bent waveguide served as the spin 
coupler for the outcoming CPL. It supported 
two counter- propagating gap plasmon modes 
carrying extrinsic OAM of ±ħβR, where ħ is 
the reduced Planck constant, β is the mode 
wavevector and R is the bent radius. When 
RCP light with SAM of +σħ was shining on 
the bent area, the right- propagated mode 
with extrinsic OAM of +ħβR was excited 
and the out- coupled nanoantenna B was 
lightened (Fig. 3d). Instead, LCP light would 
lighten the nanoantenna A. The evanescent 
wave of waveguide mode plays a key role in 
the spin- direction locking of chiral emitters. 
It carries extraordinary transverse SAM, 
whose direction is uniquely locked with 
the propagation direction of the waveguide 
mode38,154. Accordingly, reF.155 coupled a MoS2 
monolayer to a subwavelength asymmetric 
groove array for the separation of valley exci-
tons (Fig. 3e). Due to the asymmetric cross 
section of the waveguide, the +K or −K valley,  
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acting as chiral emitters, would excite 
the upward- propagating or downward- 
propagating surface plasmon polariton 
guided mode, respectively. The measured 
spatial distribution of DVP (relative value) 
clearly indicated the separation of valley 
index. Such spin- direction locking is topo-
logically robust and can potentially achieve 
nearly perfect directionality, which is a useful 
feature in quantum information processing.

The integrated spatial–momentum 
dimension
So far, we have discussed nanoscopic 
chiroptics in the spatial and momentum 
dimensions. However, the past few years 
have witnessed a rapid development of 
the chiral platforms established over the 
integrated spatial–momentum dimension. 
Chiroptical effects that cannot be realized 
over an individual dimension now 
become accessible. As mentioned above, 
the chiral valley emission from group VI 
TMDC monolayers is usually very weak 
at room temperature. This problem can be 
effectively overcome by coupling to chiral 
plasmonic nanostructures35–37 (Fig. 4a). 
The superchiral field generated by chiral 
plasmonic nanostructures will selectively 
modulate the excitation and spontaneous 
emission rates of +K and −K valley excitons. 
A typical example is the integrated chiral 
nanosystem of a WSe2 monolayer coupled 
to a chiral plasmonic metamaterial36 (Fig. 4b). 
The simulated C distributions of the chiral 
metamaterial are different for σ+ and σ− 
circular polarization excitation at 748 nm. 
Owing to the chiral Purcell effect36, the 
spontaneous emission of +K valley became 
stronger than that of −K valley, leading to 
a stronger σ+ PL emission and a remarkable 
DVP in PL at room temperature.

In addition to the strategy of combining 
multiple chiral components, another type 
of integration is realized by selecting chiral 

nanomaterials from one dimension and 
further configuring them in the other 
dimension. Following this principle, two 
group VI TMDC monolayers with a type II 
band alignment are stacked and twisted into 
moiré heterobilayers156–161 (Fig. 4a). Electrons 
and holes will be respectively addressed 
in the two layers through ultra- fast charge 
transfer, forming interlayer excitons. Due 
to the twisted stacking, a periodic moiré 
potential is established in the superlattice, 
which will qualitatively change the electronic 
band structure of interlayer excitons. In this 
way, twist angle θ, as an extra degree of 
freedom, can strongly modulate the moiré 
potential landscape and, thus, influence 
the chiral emission of the heterostructure. 
reFerence158 prepared a MoSe2/WSe2 
moiré superlattice and measured the 
helicity- resolved moiré exciton PL emission 
(Fig. 4c). Under σ+ excitation, the co- polarized 
σ+ emission was dominant for the sample 
θ = 57°, while the cross- polarized σ− emission 
was dominant for the sample θ = 2°.

As another example of such integration, 
the chiroptical band structure of a chiral 
metasurface was studied through oblique 
incidence162 (Fig. 4a). The synergic effects 
of the chiral geometry of a metasurface 
and the incident angle of CPL enable a high 
flexibility in chirality tuning. We believe 
that there will be more and more studies 
of the spatial–momentum- integrated chiral 
platforms, to meet the demand for practical 
applications.

Outlook
The discussed nanoscopic chiroptics  
effects over the near- field spatial, far-  
field spatial, momentum and the integrated 
spatial–momentum dimension and their 
applications are summarized in TaBle 1.  
This overview of the progress in nanoscopic 
chiroptics through the lens of the associated 
dimensionalities may prove useful in 

the development of new directions of 
research. The study of chiroptics can lead 
to the development of optical elements, 
such as polarizers14,111, beam generators108, 
holograms108,114 and photodetectors93,163. 
Other applications that we highlight in 
the Supplementary Information are found 
in chiral photochemistry, enantiomer 
separation and chiral sensing. We end by 
outlining some possible future directions.

Artificial intelligence has recently been 
introduced for the design of photonic 
structures164–166. In sharp contrast to the 
traditional physics- based or rule- based 
approaches, it represents the data- driven 
methodology, which can reveal the non- 
intuitive relationship between the structure 
design and optical response. Although this 
topic is still in its infancy, the artificial- 
intelligence- based design of chiral nano-
structures for realizing particular chiroptical 
properties could be a major trend (Fig. 5a).

Another promising direction is the use 
of chiral perovskite light- emitting diodes. 
Perovskite materials have demonstrated 
high external quantum efficiency for 
perovskite light- emitting diodes, but they 
usually possess weak or no intrinsic chirality. 
Thus, the degree of circular polarization 
for the emitted light is limited10,92 and 
cannot be used for those applications 
requiring CPL10,92. One possible solution 
is to pattern the perovskite material into 
chiral geometries (Fig. 5b). The optical modes 
supported in the chiral nanostructures 
exhibit chiral asymmetry and, hence, will 
selectively couple to the outgoing radiation 
of a certain circular polarization167.

Near- field chirality also has great 
potential for industrial applications. 
Currently, the study of this topic is still 
in the theoretical and early experimental 
stages, but its practical application is highly 
anticipated in the fields of disease diagnosis, 
drug development and vaccine production, 
especially in the context of the pandemic. 
For chiral sensing, dielectric metasurfaces 
designed by the BIC theory can generate 
ultra- strong superchiral fields, so that 
the presence of trace amounts of chiral 
compounds can be monitored in the CD 
spectrum22,29,30. By further integrating the 
BIC metasurface onto microfluidics devices 
(Fig. 5c), it may lead to the portable, fast and 
sensitive detection devices for biological 
samples, such as viruses, antigens and 
antibodies. For enantiomer separation, the 
g- factor can be largely boosted in the near 
field of chiral plasmonic nanostructures, 
which will drive the preferential 
decomposition of one certain enantiomer 
type (Fig. 5d). Meanwhile, the low cost 

Table 1 | Overview of chiroptic effects and their applications

Dimension Effect Applications

Far field Circular dichroism68,72,86, optical rotation 
dispersion69, asymmetric transmission70

Optical polarizer14,60,111, chiral 
hologram108,114,117, chiral beam 
generators108, chiral light source89,92, 
chiral photodetector93

Near field Superchiral field23–27,42,50–52, circularly dichroic 
field distributions58–60, chiral photothermal 
effects64–66, chiral photochemical effects33,34,67, 
chiral photoelectronic effects48

Chiral sensing20–31, chiral light 
source35–37, chiral photodetectors48, 
enantiomer separation26, chiral 
hot- electron generation32–34

Momentum Spin–valley locking126–129, spin- direction 
locking146–155, ‘false chirality’19,130–135,145

Valleytronic devices124,125, 
photo detectors150, on-chip 
communications147–149

Spatial–
momentum

Superchiral- enhanced valley polarization35–37, 
moiré exciton emission156–161, combined ‘true’ 
and ‘false’ chirality162

Chiral light sources35–37,  
twis tronics156–161, flexible chirality 
tuning162
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and mass production of chiral plasmonic 
nanostructures with large g- factors have 
made progress in recent years76,87. This is 
expected to lead to the industrial application 
of plasmonic enantiomer separation for the 
production of chiral drugs and vaccines.

In the momentum dimension, the 
rise of topological photonics, as a new 
paradigm of nanoscale chiral interfaces168, 
provides a SOC platform to control light–
matter interactions at the quantum level. 
Spin- direction locking could be enabled 
for the coupling of chiral quantum emitters 
and topological waveguides169,170, and these 
waveguide modes are robust against tight 
bends and defects171 (Fig. 5e). As a result, 
the SOC in topological photonics could 
empower the development of low- loss 
and compact non- reciprocal quantum 
devices, such as optical isolators, circulators 
and cascaded quantum systems. Another 
promising trend in nanoscopic chiroptics 
is to merge different components into 
an integrated system for achieving a 
synergetic effect. Valley Hall transistors 
based on TMDC monolayers have 
been demonstrated only at cryogenic 
temperature125, and the small volume of 
light–matter interactions has restricted the 

efficiency of the valley Hall effect. These 
problems can be potentially compensated 
by the localized enhanced near field of 
plasmonic nanostructures (Fig. 5f). Moreover, 
if chiral plasmonic nanostructures are 
used, the transistor can further acquire the 
sensitivity to the incident polarization. 
The chirality- induced spin selectivity effect 
is another promising direction, giving 
rise to chiral spintronics172–174. Apart from 
the above- mentioned applications, we 
also foresee the potential of nanoscopic 
chiroptics in reconfigurable chiroptics, data 
storage and spin- controlled optical devices.
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